Reliable credit scoring models played a very important role of retail banks to evaluate credit applications and it has been widely studied. The main objective of this paper is to build a hybrid credit scoring model using feature selection approach. In this study, we constructed a credit scoring model based on parallel GBM (Gradient Boosted Model), filter and wrapper approaches to evaluate the applicant's credit score from the input features. Feature scoring expression are combined by feature important (Gini index) and Information Value. Backward sequential scheme is used for selecting optimal subset of relevant features while the subset is evaluated by GBM classifier. To reduce the running time, we applied parallel GBM classifier to evaluate the proposed subset of features. The experimental results showed that the proposed method obtained a higher predictive accuracy than a baseline method for some certain datasets. It also showed faster speed and better generalization than traditional feature selection methods widely used in credit scoring.
Introduction
Credit scoring is one of the most essential issue for credit risk management which uses a technique using statistical analysis data and activities to evaluate the credit risk against customers. Retail banks build credit scoring model based on the statistical analysis of credit experts, credit teams or credit bureaus. In Vietnam, some retail banks start to perform credit scoring against customers but it is not widely applied during the testing phase and still needs to amend gradually. In this paper, we collect data and build models based on credit scoring experience in Germany, Australia, and other countries. Over the last few year, Researchers have developed and applied many models and algorithms to analyse the credit risks, for example decision tree [1], nearest neighbour K-NN [2] , support vector machine (SVM) and neural network [3]- [9] . The main purpose of credit risk prediction is to * Corresponding author. Email: sanghv@hvtc.edu.vn build a classification model with generalization performance, computational efficiency, especially fast processing speed. Credit data, which is collected by credit department, often contains irrelevant and redundant features. The classification accuracy is reduced by this redundancy, and deficiency data. Obviously it will lead to incorrect decision [10] [11] . In order to remove the redundant features, a feature selection strategy should be adopted. In other words, feature selection will select an optimal subset of relevant features. With this optimal subset, we solve the problem with high precision. Feature selection is one of the ways to reduce the dimensionality of the problem and shorten the runtime.
In the fields of machine learning and soft computing, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are two commonly used in credit scoring modelling. In order to achieve higher classification performance, SVM recursive feature elimination (SVM-2 RFE)[12] [13] filter relevant features and remove relatively insignificant variables. SVM-RFE uses numerical attribute but credit data sets has a lot of categorical attributes. How to deal with an SVM-RFE with categorical attributes? The conversion of categorical attributes into numerical attributes will lack information and reduce accuracy. GBM is a popular classification method which deal with this problem. Recently, many researchers have applied the optimization techniques like evolutionary algorithms [14] , stochastic optimization with support vector machine [15] that have achieved good results in terms of prediction accuracy. This study proposed a hybrid feature selection method based on RFE and integrated with a parallel GBM classifier in credit scoring tasks. Our proposed method removes features by complex ranking criterion. This criterion combines the importance of features, Information values and the correlation of training and testing accuracy which are obtained from GBM classifier. Our proposed method is applied to credit scoring problem. Integration with H2O parallel GBM, the method showed better results and faster than original GBM Structure of this paper consists four main sections. Section 2 presents the background of feature selection, Information value and GBM. Section 3 is the most important section that describes the details of the proposed model. Section 4 discusses the obtained results while Section 5 highlights the concluding remarks and future research.
Background

Feature selection algorithms
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the data, researchers often use two common approaches: Feature selection and feature extraction. Feature selection can be a part of the criticism which needs to focus on only related features, such as the PCA method or an algorithm modelling. However, the feature selection is usually a separate step in the whole process of data mining.
Filter approach and wrapper approach are two main categories of feature selection methods, embedded/hybrid approach is another categories. The filter approach reduces features using properties of the data itself and independents to learning algorithm. The evaluation functions such as information gain (IG), GINI, feature important, information value (IV) are used to evaluate the classification performances of feature subset. Filter approach has some disadvantages such as the feature selection process and the performance of learning algorithms have no relationship.
The wrapper approach chooses the relevant features and remove noise features so we can improve the efficiency and accuracy of the classification.
Wrapper approach includes two phases: Phase 1 -Selecting feature subset, at this stage the best feature subset will be selected based on criteria class accuracy (of the training data ); Stage 2 -learning and testing, a classifier will learn the knowledge from the training data through a set of best features are selected, and are checked using a testing data. When specific subsets are created in a systematic way (to seek), for each specific subset, a classifier is generated from data including the selected features. Accuracy of the classifier is recorded in each test and subset features the highest accuracy will be retained. When the selection process is over, the subset features the highest accuracy will be selected. Phase 2 is the process of learning and regular checks, at this stage we would have forecast accuracy on the test data. Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) and Sequential Backward Elimination (SBE) are common and well-known wrapper strategies. The searching process will find optimal feature set on the feature space.
Information Value
Information Value (IV) is used in credit scoring to determine the importance of each feature to the results of the classification process. The information value of feature X is calculated as follows:
As Eq. (2) shows, Xdist is the conditional probability density of f(Y = yk) when the feature value is X = xi. In the same way, equation (3) shows that ̅ is the conditional probability density of f(Y ≠ yk) when the feature value is X = xi.
In order to identify the most importance features, other feature selection methods, such as Information Gain (IG) and principal component analysis (PCA), use a ranking algorithm. The IV determines the number of features that have power discrimination by using a pervasive threshold. It is difficult for other methods to determine the appropriate number of features. The information value calculation process is more quickly than other feature selection methods, so it is especially suitable for credit scoring applications.
The information value only provides the importance of each feature and does not consider redundancy between similar features.
H2O Gradient Boosted Model
H2O is a platform for distributed in memory predictive analytics and machine learning. H2O uses pure Java which easy deployment with a single jar, automatic cloud discovery. A gradient boosted model is an ensemble of tree models that can be either regression or classification. Boosting is a flexible nonlinear regression procedure that helps improve the accuracy of trees. Weak classification algorithms are sequentially applied to the incrementally changed data to create a series of decision trees, producing an ensemble of weak prediction models.
While boosting trees increases their accuracy, it also decreases speed and user interpretability. The gradient boosting method generalizes tree boosting to minimize these drawbacks. Although GBM is known to be difficult to distribute and parallelize, H2O provides an easily distributable and parallelizable version of GBM in its framework, as well as an effortless environment for model tuning and selection. 
The proposed method
Our proposed method has two stages. In the first stage, we uses H2O parallel GBM to estimate performance and reduce running time. In order to select the best features, the training set was trained and tested by GBM classifier. The main objective of this stage is to estimate feature importance value for each feature. We use a recursive elimination approach to evaluated contribution of each feature to the classifier by removing each feature. After calculating means of feature ranking value, the procedure removed irrelevant features and only kept the important features. Result of this stage is a set of optimal features. Nfold cross validation technique was applied to deal with over-fitting problem.
In the second stage, optimal features subset in the first stage is used as a filter of test dataset.
Figure 3. The proposed method
When computing the ranking criteria, the wrapper approaches focus on accuracies of the features, and don't care much about the correlation of the features. We construct a hybrid feature selection to solve this problem. First, we calculate the ranking criterion for all features Fi rank where i=1..n (n is the number of features). The ranking criterion is combined by the feature importance, the learning accuracy, the validation accuracy, the area under curve (AUC) and the Information Value. Then, we build the ranking criterion as follow:
where j=1,.., n is the number of CV; Fi, j :the feature importance which is calculated by GBM classifier . Aj learn ,,Aj validation the learning accuracy and the validation accuracy of feature.
ε is the real number with very small value. AUCj learn : the area under curve (AUC) IVi,j: the information value The first factor Fi,j is the feature importance, which is obtained from training data by GBM. To solve over fitting problem, the n-folder cross validation technique was applied. The less difference between the learning accuracy and the validation accuracy, the more stability of accuracy. The difference is equal to 0 when the learning accuracy is equal to the validation accuracy. To deal with this case, we use a small ε value to avoid the fraction to be ∞. We added AUC measure because the AUC is a commonly used evaluation metric for binary classification problems like predicting a Good (Buy) or Bad (Sell) decision (binary decision). The interpretation is that given a random positive observation and negative observation, the AUC gives the proportion of the time you guess which is correct. It is more affected by sample in-balance than accuracy. A perfect model will score an AUC of 1, while random guessing will score an AUC of around 0.5. AUC is in fact often predicted over accuracy for binary classification for a number of different reasons. The last factor IVi,j is the Information Value as presented in section 2.2. The information value can determine the importance of each feature to the results of classification. If IV is within the range of [0; 0,02], then this feature is not predictive; if IV is within the range of (0,02; 0,1], then this feature has weak predictive power; if IV is within the range of (0,1; 0,3], then this feature has medium predictive power; and if IV is within the range of (0,3; +∞), then this feature has strong predictive power. With using of the Information Values, we have a filter method for ranking features.
EAI Endorsed Transactions on
In our proposed method we execute the feature elimination strategy based on backward approach. Each feature will be eliminated by the ranking criterion while the validation accuracy is used to choose subset of features. The new subset is validated by H2O GBM module. The obtained validation accuracy plays a role of decision making. The subset of features from learning phase is used to reduce the dimension of the test dataset. Finally, we extend our previous work to a hybrid feature selection method that combined Information Value (Filter method) and RFE (wrapper method)
Experiment and results
Our proposed algorithm is executed on a cluster which can be can be fired up on a laptop, or across the multiple nodes of a cluster of real machines. We used H2O Gradient Boosted Model package. This package is optimized for doing "in memory" processing of distributed, parallel machine learning algorithms on clusters. The proposed algorithm was evaluated on two public datasets: German and Australian credit approval from UCI repository.
Australian credit
The Australian credit dataset is composed of 690 applicants, with 383 credit worthy and 307 default examples. Each instance contains eight numerical features, six categorical features, and one discriminant feature, with sensitive information being transferred to symbolic data for confidentiality reasons. The results are described in The prediction the performances of different classifiers over the Australian credit dataset. The accuracy achieves 87.25% when performing on about 7 features retained. The table shows the classification accuracy of our method is much higher than these studies' one. Relying on parallel processing, time to run program with 5-fold cross validate taken by our method is only 2974 seconds (~50 minutes).
German credit dataset
The German credit dataset consists of 1000 loan applications, with 700 accepted and 300 rejected. Each Table 2 shows the performances of different classifiers over the German credit datasets. The accuracy achieves 77% when performing on about 13 features retained after using the RFE procedure. The table shows the classification accuracy of our method is much higher than other methods. Moreover, the standard deviation is significantly lower. Moreover, relying on a parallel processing strategy, time to run program with 5-fold cross validate taken by our method is only 4311 seconds (~72 minutes) while other methods must run several hours. This result highlights the efficiency in terms of running time of our method when filtering the redundant features.
Conclusion
In the present paper, we focused on studying feature selection and GBM method. Our features selection method determined the optimal feature subset with highest accuracy. We have introduced a hybrid feature selection approach based on filter and wrapper methods. The accuracy of classifier using the selected features is better than other methods. With fewer features, a retail bank concentrates on collecting relevant and essential input. The parallel processing procedure leads to a significant decrement in runtime. Therefore, the workload of the staff credit assessment may be reduced, because they do not have to take into database a large number of features during the evaluation procedure. The experimental results show that our method is effective in credit risk analysis. It makes the evaluation more quickly and increases the accuracy of the classification.
